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A FEW IDEAS RELATED 
TO ISTVÁN KÁLLAY'S W ORK ENTITLED 

„MANORIAL COURT JURISDICTION 
IN THE 18th— 19th CENTURIEST"

Hungárián legal history writing which has recently gained an increasing impetus was 
enriched by a significant work nőt long ago,* the monograph written by Professor 
of Historical Studies István Kállay which overthrows the army of ’ commonplaces” 
reiterated fór decades about the whole of the ”Solar system” of Hungárián legal de- 
velopment; with its weighty statements, rich matériái of sourcesit has duly called the 
attention of nőt only the narrower profession and the social Sciences (ethnography, 
economic history, social history) bút the larger public susceptible fór historical ques- 
tions as well.

It was hardly a surprise fór the contemporary researcher following the career of 
Kállay as a history writer that, as a result of his investigations in the archives, the 
histórián of renown has come up with a new fruit of his efforts: after describing 
the formation of the manamegement of large estates and their operation, he ”embar- 
ked” on introducing the everyday practice of the jurisdiction of landowners. By the 
way.when outlining the history of the practice of jurisdiction exercised by the mano- 
rial court, the author alsó undertook to eliminate one of the sizeable ”white spots” of 
legal history Science. And he did so following in the footsteps of the outstanding pre- 
decessors, Ferenc Eckhart, Endre Varga and Alajos Degré whose memory is unforge- 
table, making use of the colours of the picture painted by them and extending and 
expanding the borderlines of their investigations in time and in subject.

Fór Eckhart, in his opus entitled "Criminal jurisdiction of the landowners in the 
16th— 17th centuries”, today referred to as a classic already, performed only the 
analysis of the criminal law practice of the manorial court, while the publication of 
resource value on the manorial court — edited by Endre Varga — which appeared a few 
years later, failed to reveal the history of this legal institution in the pást two decades. 
With his study entitled ”The lawsuit procedure of the manorial courts in Soutnern- 
Transdanubia”, Alajos Degré tried to make up fór the deficiency indicated above, bút, 
just on account of selecting a limited scope of the topic and the insufficient opportu- 
nities of research, he could nőt possibly synthetize the litigation practice of this sig- 
nificate system of judiciary forums, the manorial courts of Hungary exceeding one 
hundred in number. It may be taken fór granted, however, that the valuable state
ments of Degré as well as his orders reminiscent in flavour of the Testaments, later to 
be conjured up in Eckhart’s programme study of 1931, inspired István Kállay to widen 
the system of knowledge related to this legal institution, and to correct, adjust a 
number of "sentences” fixed in the deep spheres of scientific consciousness.

* Budapest, Academy Publishing House, 1985, 485 pp.
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The richly documented voluminous work encompassing close to five hundred pages 
has all the right to evoke the feeling of the "disturbance of abundance” in the review 
writer. Fór the consequences drawn from the large number of records of manorial 
courts examined as weU as the wills, contracts, documents included in the investiga- 
tion, the sources of the family archives of the Hungárián National Archives, induce us 
to revise the narrow generic and contentual frameworks of the book reviews published. 
Bút, in order to avoid this disruption of forms, I am only undertaking here to recapitu- 
late a few important remarks and statements of Kállay, carrying the greatest weight, 
enriching the results attained by legal history Science so far.

The judiciary practice of the network of manorial courts presents in the Hungárián 
structure of jurisdiction already from the 18th century, showed a picture in the 
18—19th centuries significantly different from that of the practice experienced in the 
earlier period. The economic conditions of the social environment underwent great 
changes, the fmandal situation enjoyed a greater diversity, the System of management 
of the large estates became stronger. There was bút one single element which was left 
really untouched in this process of changes, namely that the judges of the manorial 
courts were always meting out judgement on behalf of the landowners in the lawsuits 
of the subjects among one another, punishing the common crime affairs committed in 
the territory belonging legally to the given manorial court.

In the latter field, however, the rigour experienced in the bygone centuries had 
eased consideragly, States the author. This statement of the monography suggests ihat 
the expression manorial court may only conjure up the gallows, the rod, the whipping 
post and similar cruel requisites if we have in mind the stereotypes frequently encoun- 
tered in earlier studies, popular-scientific articles or even monographies written with a 
scientific calim. In opposition, Kállay points out in justifying his precept: ”The acts of 
stealing animals, fomication, adultery, earlier punished with death penalty in each 
case, frequently meant only prison sentence or flogging in this period.
The ease continued from the beginning of the 19th century. The manorial court rela- 
ted the whole criminal responsibility to the intention. It separated the different phases 
of development, the preparation and the attempt”.

The chapters investigating the practice of labour civil lawsuits answer questions, 
perhaps even higher in number and greater in importance than the former ones, the 
solution of which has nőt yet been provided by out branch of Science since Eckhart 
committed to paper his "programme eassay” in 1931. "With its great codification, 
Werbőczy’s Tripartitum, Hungárián priváté law arrived at a deadlock lasting fór a long 
period to come”.That is what the outstanding figure of the cathedra of legal history 
in Budapest, creating a new school, wrote, bút he added immediately: ”But, in addi- 
ti°n to adhearence to the legal system of the Tripartitum too, there was bound to be a 
historical development in the otherwise conservative matériái of priváté law. It will 
suffice to refer to the essential transformation which included the legal relationships 
of the peasantry constituting the majority of the nation, the relationships between the 
landowner and his serf, as well as agricultural law, alsó neglected completely in recent 
times; the changes in the abovementioned fields occured as a consequence of the 
transformation of the generál economic and state-financial relationships in the second 
half of the 18th century. All that must definitely find a piacé in legal history” . And all
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that, including the development tendencies of certain institutions of priváté law, has 
at last become really perceivable thanks to Kállay’s efforts. Beyond outlining the curve 
of the development of the system of property law, the knowledgeable author does nőt 
fail to mention that the practice of the manorial court was quite insensitive to the fine 
legal difference between property and possession. That is how the difference between 
proprietas and domínium vanished which, however, must have had deeper reasons too. 
One of them was definitely the uncertain use and interpretation of the concepts of 
Werböczy’s Tripartitum. The reference to the Tripartium before the authorities of the 
landowners was really frequent bút we may have serious doubts about the terms inclu- 
ded in it being properly understood. Kállay went as far as to proclaim that the norms 
of the Tripartitum were deteriorated as a consequence to such an extent that it is nőt 
an easy enterprise to prove the direct impact between the lower level judiciary prac- 
tise and the book of law referred to as the ”Bible of the nobility” . Investigating the 
influence between theory and practice, the source of applied legal Science may much 
rather be discovered in János Szegedy’s Tyroncinium published in 1735. Hundreds of 
lawsuits go to show that the landowner judges looked fór the arguments to justify 
their sentences in Szegedy’s work both in criminal affairs and civil lawsuits. And if 
they did nőt do so then — as pointed out by the eminent researcher too — it frequent- 
ly came to light that they had a deficient or inaccurate knowledge of our old laws or 
even Werböczy’s book.

Breaking with dozens of scientific commonplaces, the work points out as a funda- 
mental principle -  which the author calls renegate -  in the chapter on priváté law, 
proving the statement with the documents of a very great number of lawsuits: since 
the affairs of the serfs were judged by noblemen, we have neither reason nor proofs to 
justify the supposition that they "concocted” a new kind of law fór their subjects. 
They knew the priváté law of the nobility, read Szegedy, interpeted Werbőczy — if 
they did so at allthus the applied law matériái did nőt virtually differ in any way from 
the law applied by the forums of the noble judges, including the sedria. The legend 
of the difference between the priváté law of the noblemen and the serfs is thus 
reduced to nothing before the eyes of the reader.

When revealing the judiciary practice of the manorial court, however, Kállay nőt 
only modifíes in his monograph certain theses of Science earlier qualified as undispu- 
table bút, when unveiling the ordinary legal disputes of everyday life, he frequently 
demonstrates institutions in the texts of sentences whose formation has so far been da- 
ted by legal history writing in the first decades of bourgeois transformation in 
Hungary. To justify the statement which may seem abstract, let me quote here two 
very palpable examples.

The university teaching matériái of Hungárián legal history looked upon as a ma- 
nual — relying on Ignácz Frank — writes in relation to recording property that the 
entries of properties recorded in books of land, first introduced in free royal towns, 
spread in the Age of Reforms and this process was naturally strengthened by the 
well-known attempts at jurisdiction. Nőt arguing with this statement, Kállay stresses 
in his work that the researcher may encounter land books in the estates as early as 
1690, and he may nőt be surprised very much by his discovery fór other sources alsó 
demonstrate that in certain towns, including Sopron and Pozony,these written forms
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of registering landed property were institutionalized already from the Middle Ages. 
In order to satisfy the claim of securing landed property, the bigger landowners 
themselves alsó applied the advantages of ”land registers”. Thanks to that effort, in the 
huge estates of the Eszterházys and the Károlyis the changes in owners of the indivi- 
dual serfs’ properties may be traced up to 1855, when the Austrian land register decree 
became valid. True, the level of registration did nőt exceed the technological opportu- 
nities of the age, the manifestation of the owner’s interests may well be discemed from 
the registration of the individual obligations of the manorial court as to the serfs’ 
plots. Fór the feudal landowner watched with great indifference the changes occuring 
in the persons of the users of the individual serfs’ plots. What he paid close attention 
to, however, was the fulfilment of the serfs’ obligations to be performed after the 
given plots.

The national spreading of the land books became generál from 1723 when their use 
was ordered centrally. In that century registration covered nőt only the landed 
property and the person of the owner bút the burdens of the lands were alsó registered 
with the help of different auxiliary books. These volumes were referred to as mortgage 
books.

A similar novelty fór the representatives of theoretical knowledge is represented by 
what Kállay writes about bilis of exchanges and bankruptcy law coming intő fashion 
recently again. The textbook quoted above, considered to be a milestone in Marxist 
legal history Science, has so far pointed out in relation to bilis of exchange the follo- 
wing: ”by enacting the bilis of the Diet of 1839-40 -  first in sequence the law of the 
bili of exchange exerting a great influence on economic life (Art. 1840:15) -  credit 
life was placed on the ground of the equality of citizens’ rights”. Our author is again 
nőt debating the truth of the argument bút considers it necessary to add on the basis 
of his research that what caused him, and thus alsó the reader, the greatest surprise 
while examining thousands of the lawsuits presented to the manorial courts was the 
frequent appearance of promissory notes, bilis of exchanges in economic lawsuits. 
A whole hőst of the documents of legal disputes prove that even under the feudal 
conditions there were creditors covering the investment requirements of the individual 
serfs’ plots who gave loans to the debtors in return fór a bili. Andin case the debtor 
was unable to pay back the sum of the obhgatio, the manorial court "mortgaged” the 
debt of the serf on his plot in a record of evidence.

The other form of giving credit was the bili of exchange which, according to the 
data of the courts of landowners, was a known — though nőt in a wide circle — institu- 
tion of Hungárián priváté law as early as the beginning of the 18th century. Practice 
soon established the two forms of the bili of exchange, made out to one person or a 
third person or persons, and in the case of lawsuits the procedure was the same as in 
the above case, i.e. the sum of the debt was mortgaged in the record of evidence of the 
manorial court. Ihe legal act of mortgaging gained significance in the bankruptcy 
procedure alsó introduced in practice to an increasing extent. These lawsuits were ge- 
nerally directed against the merchants who were unable to pay, and the plaintiff 
creditors claimed their right, the satisfaction of their financial demands before the 
manorial court. At the request of the creditors the court appointed a deadline on which 
it expected the "trooping in” of all the creditors — by way of hoardings. Apart from
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the laws of the sequence of satisfaction, the process of the manorial court did nőt 
differ in many respects from the practice of similar lawsuits of later ages.

A significant merít of the work promoting our getdng acquainted more fully with 
Hungárián feudal matériái law as well as understanding better its lines of development, 
is that it allocates a wide space to introducing the process regulations of the manorial 
court lawsuits. Kállay mentions as an important feature of the practice of lawsuits that 
fór a long time the two basic types of the cases were constituted nőt by the criminal 
and civil lawsuits bút the handling of legal disputes according to summary or formai 
rules. Experience showed that ”the summary procedure reflected the process of the 
lawsuit in writing; here, however, everything was carried out briefly, with less forma- 
lity, the case was usually ended in one-two mettings” . It is no surprise that at the 
forums of the manorial courts the judges preferred the summary procedure and it was 
only at the request of the parties that they switched over to the more complicated for
mai procedure. In the case of more serious crimes, repeaters could only be sentenced 
by the manorial court on the basis of the written process, i.e. in a formai lawsuit.

Beginning from the füst third of the 18th century, significant changes took piacé in 
the proceedings of this fórum of jurisduction of the landowners. It was at this time 
that the criminal procedure was sharply separated from the norms of civil lawsuits, 
and the application of the prindple of investigation gained ground with increasing 
force in the former. Naturally, all that enhanced the significance of the preparatory 
phase, the court started the lawsuit without an accusation and took sturdy steps to 
collect enough evidence to sentence those brought to law.

The civil proceedings of the manorial court, when its separate laws became diffe- 
rent from the system of the criminal process in an increasingly palpable manner, may 
be brought in contact with the practice of the lawsuits of priváté law taking piacé 
before the forums of judges of the counties. Besides describing the tendencies of the 
matériái and process law environment of the different legal disputes and the constantly 
changing judiciary practice, Kállay presents a very colourful and vivid picture of the 
everyday life and operation of the forums of these courts. The reader may live toge- 
ther as it were with the figures of the procedures and piacé himself in the happenings 
of certain exciting lawsuits of old times.

We may safely say that all the cases and the analysis of them in the lengthy work of 
the author sheds new light on the picture formed so far of legal development in 
Hungary in the 18th—19th centuries. Whereas in actual fact Kállay merely let the 
„sün shine” intő the "harmonious edifice of Hungárián law decorated so beautifully 
inside” , thus allowing the reader to ”get to know methodically” this very important 
fleld of Hungárián legal history. And he did all that by completing the Eckhartian 
postulates, leaflng through ”huge piles of documents” , and alsó by "rethinking and 
regrouping on the basis of new ideas” theses of well-known scholars frequently quo- 
ted. And thanks to the joint utilization of all those tricks of the scholarly workshop, 
the reader is nőt lost in the maze of the cases of the manorial courts bút he himself 
may get to know thoroughly the legal life of the age under discussion.
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